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INTRODUCTION
The Technical Advisory Services for IT Infrastructure
Solutions from Fujitsu are defined as a set of consulting
services focusing on a particular customer use case scenario.
They include initial analysis, customer workshops and a
guideline for the transformation process onto SAP HANA or
related Solutions.
The Fujitsu SystemInspection Service for SAP solutions is
one of our offerings with a strong focus on SAP Technology
such as SAP NetWeaver and SAP HANA. It offers an efficient
analysis and comprehensive consultation package for
existing infrastructure environments at a fixed price. The goal
is to get a complete understanding of the current workload,
performance and related resource consumption & distribution
in order to provide measures and guidance to optimize your
SAP Landscapes according to the business strategy &
requirements.
OVERVIEW
With increasing size and complexity of SAP landscapes and
interactions of growing requirements to fulfill business tasks,
the overall system optimization is becoming even more
important. Lowering the IT costs while increasing the overall
system efficiency is crucial.

The Fujitsu SystemInspection Service for SAP solutions
analyzes the customer’s operational SAP IT Infrastructure,
builds an accurate mapping of the actual load profile and
formulates an inventory list of the entire SAP IT infrastructure.
It creates a holistic view and transparency of the performance
and utilization of individual IT components and associated SAP
systems. The findings are presented and discussed during the
consultation session. Recommendations or Instructions for
actions are provided. The Fujitsu SystemInspection Service for
SAP solutions is supported by heuristics and metaheuristics
algorithms that were developed by the University of
Magdeburg specifically for Fujitsu, addressing the Dynamic
Priority-based Workload Consolidation Problem (DPWCP).
Fujitsu SystemInspection Service for SAP solutions provides
guidance and clear recommendations for use cases such as:
■ Performance bottlenecks,
■ Necessary IT adaptions for current & new applications (e.g.
the transformation onto SAP S4/HANA, B4/HANA, etc.)
and/or identifying requirements to move systems into the
cloud,
■ Provides reassurance for major changes to the SAP
systems (e.g. upgrade, migrations, and customizations)
by comparison of two individual measurements before
and after the “change”.
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BENEFITS
The Fujitsu SystemInspection Service for SAP solutions
supports to
■ Avoid over-provisioning and unnecessary investments in
equipment.
■ Increase the quality of services by helping to eliminate
or circumvent performance bottlenecks.
■ Deliver individual and short-term results with minimum
effort for the customer.
■ Create insightful base for capacity planning of upcoming
new requirements and to make strategic decisions.
■ GDPR compliant: No personal data and no business data
is collected, only technical system statistics are
processed.
■ Give clear recommendations for optimizing the IT
infrastructure for SAP landscapes.

Figure 1: SAP Landscape Inventory – Get a structured overview of running systems,
application instances, components, databases, and versions inside your SAP landscape.

Overview of system load and utilization:
■ SAPS and memory consumption per SID. (see Fig. 2)
■ SAP users, response times, and throughput. (see Fig. 3)

OFFERING
The standard offering of Fujitsu SystemInspection Service
for SAP solutions covers the measurement and
performance-reporting of an SAP system landscape of up to
20 system ID’s (SIDs), of which up to 4 systems get further
analysis and consultation.

Figure 2: SAPS per SAP system (SID) – Identify and compare SAPS demands of your SAP instances,
identify load peaks and patterns as a basis for demand-based sizing or instance relocation.

This service covers 3 main focus areas:
1. SAP SystemInspection Assessment
Analysis of performance, bottlenecks & workloads
2. SAP SystemInspection Comparison
Before and after analysis of SAP systems (e.g.,
consolidation, migration and upgrades)
3. IT Infrastructure Transformation
Requirements for consolidation, migration and upgrade
Figure 3: Users – Analyze how the measured load gets distributed across the number of users. Any
metric may be aggregated on an hourly, daily, or weekly basis in order to derive existing load profiles.

SAP SystemInspection Assessment (focus area 1)
After an initial measurement phase, the SAP system
landscape is being analyzed and evaluated with respect to a
pre-defined set of performance KPIs. Potential bottlenecks are
discovered and workload profiles are derived.
Service Scope:
Measurement duration: Analysis-related, if necessary ad hoc
■ 7 days and more.

Figure 4: SAPS per Service Type – Map SAPS demands to service types such as ABAP
and JAVA instances, or databases.

Inventory of measured components of the System landscape
■ Application and DB servers, including software releases,
kernel versions, patch levels, instance and hardware
configurations. (see Fig. 1)
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■
■

Task type distribution and top transactions. (see Fig. 5)
CPU and memory utilization per server, disk and network
IO, SAPS distribution, CPU consumption of processes. (see
Fig. 6)

■
■
■

Analysis of the systems with regard to workload,
performance and bottlenecks. (see Fig. 1,2,4,5,6,7)
Evaluation of dialog step quality. (see Fig. 8)
A set of performance metrics, specifically designed for SAP
HANA databases. (see Fig. 9)

Figure 9: SAP HANA Insight Analytics – Investigate the component memory usage, the column
and row store size, delta merges, save points, as well as data and log I/O performance of your SAP
HANA database.

Figure 5: Top
Transactions –
Investigate
performance
metrics of all
transactions
running at a
defined point in
time, identify
long-runners
and resource
killers as part of
root cause
investigations.

SAP SystemInspection Comparison (focus area 2)
Before and after analysis of the SAP System Landscape in the
time elapsed; comparison of 2 measurements with an
identical or changed load profile.
Service Scope:
Measurement duration: 2 x 7 consecutive days
For the inventory of measured components, please refer to the
service scope of the topic, see section “SAP SystemInspection
Assessment”
■ Description of the deltas of both measurements (see Fig.
10)
System PRD 2018 - 2019

Figure 6: SAPS per server – Group SAPS demands of any instances per server and
investigate SAPS utilization across the measurement period.

Figure 10: Task type distribution comparison – Compare metrics of interest across
multiple measurements to identify trends and growths rates.

IT Infrastructure Transformation (focus area 3)
Analysis of the performance of the existing SAP System
Landscape and determination of the future requirements for
consolidation, migration and upgrade projects. Both on
premise and/or in the cloud.

Figure 7: Heat map – Investigate your SAP landscape utilization, choose systems and servers of
interest and discover periods of heavy load at a glance.

Service Scope:
Measurement duration: 14 consecutive days, if possible
covering the end of the month and/or other peak load phases.
For the Inventory of measured components, please refer to
service scope of the topic, see section “SAP SystemInspection
Assessment”:
■ Recommendations regarding potential resource
requirements with a constant or modified load profile.
■ Recommendation for the future System Landscape after
an upgrade, including consolidation options.

Figure 8: Dialog Step Quality – Review an evaluation of your dialog step quality and investigate
periods of “good”, “moderate”, or “bad” response times.
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DELIVERABLES
■
■

Report of the measurement results, the analysis and our
findings (see Fig. 11)
Consultation and recommendations for further actions
and instructions

This service package consists of a basic landscape assessment
(inventory, resource allocation, workload, performance, service
quality, basic indications of anomalies) and the information
base for infrastructure transformation (HW refresh, new
technology, consolidation, migration, upgrade). It comprises
less KPIs than the regular service. This service includes remote
support for preparation and execution of the required
measurements. It is limited to 5 SAP systems with focus on IT
infrastructure transformation. As a difference to the standard
offering, all consulting services will be provided by local experts
and are not part of the entry level service package offered by
the SAP Competence Center Europe.
Sales and Operations
Three different editions are available as packaged services
(Support Pack), which can be conveniently purchased in the
desired quantity depending on the individual requirements.
The service is performed by default via remote access to the
customer site.

Order Information: Support Pack System Inspection Service
FSP:G-IC20900PRSER
FSP:G-IC08800PRSER

FSP:G-IC14100PRSER

SP SystemInspection Service for SAP solutions:
Entry Support Pack
SP SystemInspection Service for SAP solutions:
Standard Support Pack
SP SystemInspection Service for SAP solutions:
Expansion Support Pack

This is valid to order the described deliverables.
Figure 11: Report of the measurement results (Excerpt) – Receive a structured and comprehensive
report of your SAP landscape metrics and KPIs, presented during our consultative workshop.

PRE-REQUISITES
The customer agrees to the following conditions as pursuant
to the delivery of the service defined and provides:
■ Make available necessary personnel with authority and

associated skills
■ Define goals, number SAP systems to measure and the
representative time period
■ Installation of the collector software is performed by the
Customer according to the Installation Guide
■ Transfer of the collected data by the Customer to the
Fujitsu central FTP server
Entry level services
For some cases only a sub-set of services from the regular
offering are required. For that the option “Fujitsu
SystemInspection Service for SAP Solution - Entry” is available.

Each of the Support Packs for Fujitsu SystemInspection Service
for SAP solutions has a specific scope for a maximum number
of SAP systems (SIDs). With standard and expansion Support
Pack a remote Q&A assessment as well as preparation time
(pre- & post workshop) is included.
Entry Support Pack:
■ Measurement of up to 5 SIDs
■ Basic static reporting
Standard Support Pack:
■ Measurement of up to 20 SIDs
■ Including in-depth analysis of 4 SIDs
■ Consultative workshop
■ Comprehensive static reporting
Expansion Support Pack:
■ Addition to the Standard Support Pack
■ For customer SAP landscapes which are exceeding the
number of SIDs, covered in the Standard Support Pack
■ Measurement of up to 5 additional SIDs
■ Including in-depth analysis of 1 SID
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LEGAL INFORMATION / GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Unless expressively agreed, the Fujitsu Technical Advisory
Services as set out in this datasheet will be performed based
on the Fujitsu “General Terms of Consulting and Technical
Assistance” or alternatively - where the main emphasis of the
services is on the performance of works - based on the Fujitsu
“General Terms for IT Implementation Services, IMAC/D
Services and other works and services subject to acceptance”.
The product, delivery and service features described above
include a final list of the features of the subject of the contract
and do not represent a guaranteed quality or declaration
thereof in the eyes of the law.
In addition to this data sheet, the following general business
terms and conditions of Fujitsu Technology Solutions in the
respective local version apply (see
http://www.fujitsu.com/fts/support-local-terms):


“General Terms and Conditions for IT
ImplementationServices, IMAC/D Services and other
works and services subject to acceptance”

For any other legal aspects refer to the country specific
terms & conditions of Fujitsu which are part of the
customer contract.
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More information
Fujitsu products, solutions & services

Fujitsu green policy innovation

Products
www.fujitsu.com/global/products/

Services
www.fujitsu.com/global/services/

In addition to the Fujitsu Support services,
Fujitsu offers a full portfolio of other
computing products.

Several customizable Fujitsu Service
offerings ensure that IT makes a real
difference and delivers true business
value. We do this by leveraging our
extensive experience in managing
large, complex, transformational IT
programs to help clients in planning,
delivering and operating IT services in
a challenging and changing business
environment.

Computing products
■ Storage systems: ETERNUS®
■ Server: PRIMERGY®, PRIMEQUEST®, Fujitsu
SPARC® M10, BS2000®/OSD Mainframe
■ Client Computing Devices: LIFEBOOK®,
STYLISTIC®, ESPRIMO®, FUTRO®, CELSIUS®
■ Peripherals: Fujitsu Displays, Accessories
■ Software
■ Network

Application Services support the
development, integration, testing,
deployment
and
on-going
management of
both custom
Product Support Services with different service
developed
and
packaged
levels agreements are recommended to
safeguard each product and ensure smooth IT applications. The services focus on
delivering business and productivity
operation.
improvements for organizations.
Solutions
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/solutions
The Fujitsu solutions combine reliable
Fujitsu products with the best in services,
know-how and worldwide partnerships.
Fujitsu's Solutions include parts of one or
more activity groups (e.g., planning,
implementation, support, management,
and training services) and are designed to
solve a specific business need.

Business Services respond to the
challenge of planning, delivering and
operating IT in a complex and
changing IT environment.

Managed Infrastructure Services enable
customers to deliver the optimal IT
environment to meet their needs;
achieving high levels of IT service quality
and performance for data center and
Infrastructure Solutions
are customer end user environments.
offerings created by bringing Fujitsu’s best
products, services and technologies together
with those from partners to deliver benefit to
our customers’ businesses.
Industry Solutions are tailored to meet the
needs of specific verticals.
Business and Technology Solutions provide a
variety of technologies developed to tackle
specific business issues such as security and
sustainability, across many verticals.

Published by:
Fujitsu
Web: www.fujitsu.com
2021-12-06
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www.fujitsu.com/global/about/environment/
Fujitsu Green Policy Innovation is our worldwide
project for reducing burdens on the environment.
Using our global knowhow, we aim to resolve issues
of environmental energy efficiency through IT.

More Information
Learn more about Fujitsu, please contact
your Fujitsu sales representative, Fujitsu
business partner, or visit our website
http://www.fujitsu.com/fts/services/support/
Copyright
©2021, Fujitsu and the Fujitsu logo are
trademarks or registered trademarks of
Fujitsu Limited in Japan and other
countries.
ETERNUS®, PRIMERGY®, PRIMEQUEST®,
BS2000®/OSD
Mainframe,
LIFEBOOK®,
STYLISTIC®, ESPRIMO®, FUTRO®, CELSIUS® are
registered trademarks of FUJITSU Limited or
its affiliates in the US, Japan and/or other
countries. SPARC® is a trademark of SPARC
International Inc. in the US and in other
countries and is used under license.
Disclaimer
Technical data subject to modification and
delivery subject to availability. Any liability
that the data and illustrations are complete,
actual or correct is excluded. Designations
may be trademarks and/or copyrights of the
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third parties for their own purposes may
infringe the rights of such owner.

